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Using RFID to Improve Inventory Management & Security

SpaceCode is automating the inventory management of diamonds using the latest RFID 
technology to bring diamantaires into the 21st century …. Paul Davis explains how their new 
Diamond DataBox™ system automatically produces stock records, monitors the location of 
stock 24/7, provides a secure environment and is set to reduce the number of losses.

Managing accurate stock records of many high value items in constant movement typically 
relies upon regular manual counting procedures. This is very time consuming and prone to 
human error. SpaceCode has developed an automated and real time inventory management 
system based upon each product having an individual RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tag. 
A database stores the product’s parameters (value, material, type, 4C’s etc) and DataBoxes 
designed specifically for Diamonds & Jewellery store the products. The Diamond DataBox 
automatically identifies its content including who added or removed what items, at what time 
and at which location. This unique solution uses tried and tested technology which is already 
deployed at hospitals to manage the inventory of high value implantable medical devices. 

SpaceCode’s Diamond DataBox system has been designed by people from the diamond 
industry who understand the daily needs and concerns of the business. DataBoxes can be 
deployed in the office, either on the desktop or within a safe, as a single unit or multiple units 
stacked on top of each other.  When located in a safe the DataBox continues to function even 
when the safe is closed which leads to a safe within a safe allowing wholesalers and retailers to 
segregate their stock by type or value. Each DataBox can have different access rights meaning 
only certain approved people can access specific DataBoxes at certain agreed times as each 
DataBox requires a finger print identification for access. The security alert thresholds of all 
personnel are configured and the inventory management software then tracks all events and 
provides full traceability including the SpaceCode 4W’s as below;

• Who:  name of person accessing the assets
• What: details of assets moved from, or returned to, the safe or desktop
• When: time and date of every transaction both inwards and outwards
• Where: reader location (office, city, country)

The system constantly lets you know where your stock is and not only provides accurate stock 
records, but also adds another layer of passive security which is always running in the 
background, 24/7. This additional security mitigates the risk of incidents such as infidelity or 
mysterious losses and could be used to reduce exposure in “Tiger” kidnapping scenarios. The 
solution has been extensively reviewed by Lloyds of London and major European insurers & 
reinsurers and there is an overwhelming consensus that any company deploying this solution 



would be taking better care of their goods. SpaceCode anticipates that the insurance industry 
would likely see an overall reduction in the number and level of claims when the DataBox 

solution is deployed. In addition, lower level attrition losses that would normally fall within the 
standard insurance policy deductible could be identified sooner or avoided through the 
transparency and traceability provided by the DataBox system.

The solution provides wholesalers and retailers with improved visibility of their business, more 
accountability and a dramatically improved level of security. The intuitive and easy to use 
solution intelligently interprets the business activity and improves the speed and reliability of 
the internal processes. In summary the solution;

• Accurately manages stock records with 100% reliability
• Quickly locates any item of stock and eliminates time wasted looking for assets
• Significantly reduces the time to check goods in & out 
• Enables real-time, remote visibility of all stock 
• Determines the total value of all goods and can compare against the value insured
• Provides a secure environment for diamonds to be stored during the working day 
• Generates configurable reports summarizing the day’s activities along with any 

anomalies
• Immediately notifies management/security of a situation through real time alarms 

& alerts such as;
o User removes assets which exceed an authorized value
o User tries to access DataBox outside normal working hours
o Total value of goods exceeds the value insured
o Door left open longer than the permitted time

• Maintains a record of all historical inventories allowing the last known inventory 
prior to an incident to be used to quickly settle any insurance claims

• Provides the full traceability of individual products i.e the SpaceCode 4W’s
• Uses non-clonable RFID tags assuring no tampering and unique numbering

SpaceCode is a specialist technology company focused on providing proven and 
dependable solutions for managing the inventory of high value goods. Data is gathered 
and intelligent reports are generated to provide improved business visibility and drive 
better decisions within a secure environment. 

For more information about how to better protect your assets and to contact 

SpaceCode please visit  www.spacecode-rfid.com

http://www.spacecode-rfid.com
http://www.spacecode-rfid.com
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5. Diamond Tracker Software Screenshot (1)
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